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Abstract: Many edge detection algorithms are available for detecting edges of the objects in images. Canny edge detection algorithm is one of them, 

which is used to detect wide range of edges in the images. These algorithms can able to identify the shape of the object. This paper proposes a 
system, which can detect the shape of the object in images using Canny edge detection and Shape Estimation Factor. This system will work in two 
modes. One is Learning mode, which extracts features of the images to get intelligence in detection of shapes. Second is Detection Mode, which 
applies its intelligence for detecting shape of the object using Shape Estimation Factor (SEF). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In general, any edge detection algorithm will mainly 

concentrate on detecting the edges of objects in the still images. 

Simple edge detection is not sufficient for identifying the 

Shape of the object. It can give region of the object in the 

image, but not the coordinates of the region. 

Now consider the method for giving properties of the object 
to the system before detection. If we give the properties of 

object manually as training, it can identify only the shape 

whose dimensions are same as the training images. Because 

training images are mapped with current image. 

Consider a sample shape of Rectangle; properties of 

rectangle are length of opposite sites is equal. This property can 

be given to the system for training; it will help the system for 

identifying rectangle objects in the image. But when we 

consider the Circle, its property is all points on circle are 

located at equal distance known as radius from center. 

If we observe the properties of various geometric shapes, 
they are not unique. They do not contain any common 

measures for identification. So for the shape detection, it 

requires some factor that gives correct results even though the 

object shape is slightly different. 

This Intelligent Object Shape Detector will cover all of the 

above discussed issues in order to make an efficient Shape 

Detection. Canny edge detection is used for extracting edges of 

the object. IOSD will compute Shape Estimation Factor after 

edge detection. This factor is used as primary measure for 

detecting the Shape of the object. 

II. LITERATURE OF CANNY EDGE DETECTION 

Canny edge detection is a multi step edge detection 

procedure by Canny. Steps are as follows: 

A. Smooth the image with a Gaussian filter to reduce noise 

and unwanted details and textures: 
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B. Compute gradient of g(m,n) using any of gradient 

opertors: 
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C. Threshold calculation: 
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III. MODES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposed system will work in two modes as follows:  

A. Learning Mode: 

Learning mode is a training mode in which the system will 

be trained for detection of shapes. In order to train the system, 

we need to give some geometric shapes like Square, Rectangle, 

Triangle, Circle, Ellipse in the form of image. This mode 

extracts the features of the shapes as coordinates and will be 
store them for future use. Learning of each shape will be done 

in following steps: 

a. When ever user gives shape image to the system with 

common back ground color, it will detect the edges of 

shape with Canny edge detection 
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Figure 1.  Original Image of a Rectangle for learning 

b. After edge detection, it will find the central coordinate 

of the shape and located on the shape. 

 

Figure 2.  After Edge detection 

c. If the center is not correct user need to enter the 

coordinates of center to locate. Otherwise, system will 

extract features by finding coordinates on the edges of 
shape by slicing the shape at some angle by drawing 

lines across the shape. 

 

Figure 3.  Feature / Coordinates extraction 

d. Later it will request the user for the Name of the 

shape. Finally, it will store the extracted features 
along with Shape name attached with Shape id, if 

shape feature are not available in the system. This 

database is known as Shape database.  

Table I.  Sample Shape data base 

Shape 

ID 

Shape 

Name 

Center 

Coordinate 

Coordinates List 

1 Rectangle (X/2,Y/2) (0,0), (X/2,0), (X,0), (0,Y/2), 

(X,Y/2), (0,Y),(X/2,Y), (X,Y) 

 

 

Figure 4.  Learning mode block diagram 

B. Detection Mode: 

After completion of training or learning for the 

system, then only system will work in detection mode. In 

detection mode it will identify the shape with following 

steps:  

a.   Edge Detection: In this step Canny detection algorithm is 
applied on the image, to get the edges of the object in the 

image with all steps of algorithm. 

b.         Feature Extraction: After getting edges now the 

system will extract the features of the current object in the 

image. This step will be carried similarly as discussed in the 

learning mode. 

c.   Generating Shape Estimation Factor: Now the 

coordinates identified in the above step will be used to map 

with the coordinated stored in the data base to generate Shape 

Estimation Factor. 

d.        Shape Detection: Finally shape will be detected with 

the measure of the Shape Estimation Factor. 

 

Figure 5.  Detection mode block diagram 

IV. FINDING SHAPE ESTIMATION FACTOR 

Shape Estimation Factor includes two measures as follows:  

A. Exact Matching coordinates:  It will identify the number 

of coordinates which are exactly matching with the 

coordinates stored in the Shpe database. Exact Matching 

Percentage (EMP) is calculated. 

scoordinateofNoTotal

scoordinatematchingexactlyofNo
EMP

.

.


 

B. Approximate Matching coordinates: It will identify 

number of coordinates which are approximately matching by 

considering some threshold distaance. This matching is 

performed for the coordinated which not extacly matched in 

the previous step. Difference of shape database coordinate 

and detected coordinate with in the threshold value then it is 

counted as Approximate Matching coordinate. Approximate 

Matching Percentage (AMP) is calculated. 

scoordinateMatchingNoofNoTotal

scoordinatematchingelyapproximatofNo
AMP

.

.


 

C. After finding EMP and AMP values of each and every 

shape in the shape database. EMP with 100% will be the 

required shape name. if EMP is not equal to 100%, then the 

shape id with high EMP and AMP is identified and that will 

be the resulting shape name. 

Case 1: 

Consider an object whose coordinates are detected as (0,0), 

(15,0), (30,0), (0,10), (30,10), (0,20), (15,20), (30,20). If these 

coordinates are mapped with the coordinates of the shape 

database. For this sample, X=30, Y =20.  
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Table II.  Mapping the coordinate for Exact match 

S. No. Detected 

Coordinates 

Shape Database 

Coordinate 

Result 

1 (0,0) (0,0) OK 

2 (15,0) (X/2,0) OK 

3 (30,0) (X,0) OK 

4 (0,10) (0,Y/2) OK 

5 (30,10) (X,Y/2) OK 

6 (0,20) (0,Y) OK 

7 (15,20) (X/2,Y) OK 

8 (30,20) (X,Y) OK 

EMP= 100*
8

8 =100% 

AMP= 100*
8

0 =0% 

In this case EMP is 100% and AMP is 0%. Since EMP is 

more this shape is detected as Rectangle.  

Case 2: 

Consider an object which contains some destortion on the 

shape with coordinates as (0,0), (17,0), (30,0), (0,11), (30,21), 

(0,20), (15,20), (30,20). If these coordinates are mapped with 

the coordinates of the shape database.  

Table III.  Mapping the coordinate for Exact Match 

S. No. Detected 

Coordinates 

Shape Database 

Coordinate 

Result 

1 (0,0) (0,0) OK 

2 (17,0) (X/2,0) - 

3 (30,0) (X,0) OK 

4 (0,11) (0,Y/2) - 

5 (30,11) (X,Y/2) - 

6 (0,20) (0,Y) OK 

7 (15,20) (X/2,Y) OK 

8 (30,20) (X,Y) OK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table IV.  Mapping the coordinate for Approximate Match with threshold 5 

S. No. Detected 

Coordinates 

Shape Database 

Coordinate 

Result 

1 (17,0) (X/2,0) OK, because 

difference is (2,0) 

2 (0,11) (0,Y/2) OK, because 

difference is (0,1) 

3 (30,21) (X,Y/2) Not OK, because 

difference is (0,11) 

EMP=
100*

8

5 =62% 

AMP= 100*
3

2 =66% 

In this case EMP is 62% and AMP is 66%. If the EMP is 
not equal to 100%, then it will identify the shape with high 

EMP and AMP. 
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